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Might there be an entirely different basis for our not-so-civil culture wars between the conservative-

religious-racist-climate-denying-totalitarian-leaning and the progressive-secular-globalist-conservational-
democratic camps of our tribe other than what we may believe?  

 

Such a question is made especially important in how the former camp makes far more children than 
the latter in population demographics and so outwardly seems to be building to a crest in inexorable slow 
motion before our eyes. At the same time, the latter camp looks like it’s troughing and flailing in too many 
ineffective, contradictive, and over-reactive directions at once to deflect the power of the other camp.  

 

It’s no exaggeration to offer how the former camp seems to be oblivious to how they act like lemmings 
rushing toward a cliff by grasping desperately onto a toxic patriarchal past and so seem to wish to win a 
race to lower levels of consciousness. And how the latter camp seems to be oblivious to how although 
their ideals are nobly pointed in the right direction and so seem to want to win a race to loftier heights of 
consciousness, their methods are too often myopically divorced from the hard gravel of a grounded life.  

 

The emotospiritual paradigm of Edenity steps in with a meta-opinion about the deeper nature of the 
dynamics at play in this growing rift and offers an apt metaphor: how the inevitable future of any wave 
crest is a trough, and the inevitable future of any wave trough is a crest. In that way, a strong wave building 
and moving in slow motion to a maximum crest is full of dynamical force can certainly look foreboding 
and dangerous, but which in fact is moving to an inevitable and spectacular crash into a trough of collapse 
on the solid beach of a deeper reality largely off the screen of the world’s awareness.  
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As such, while the wave of conservative-religious-racist-climate-denying-totalitarianism seems to be 
cresting and the progressive-secular-globalist-conservational-democratism troughing, Edenity offers it is 
actually a case of the cresting-camp heading for an inevitable collapse, and that the troughing-camp only 
going through an overhaul of the paradigmatic basis underlying implementation of their ideals on its way 
to a newly-made-possible crest with far-reaching positive ramifications on the future of our world. 

 

As a context, many years before 2012 Edenity predicted an event associated with the December 21st 
end of the Mayan calendar that was of course mistakenly misinterpreted by many religious paradigms and 
marginal spiritual seers as some kind of harbinger for the end of the world. Instead, Edenity offers that 
the Mayans actually predicted an end of a certain 130,000-year-old human version of the world. The issue 
of how they knew this is an interesting topic in itself, but isn’t the purview of this essay. 

 

Our world before that date was supported by a Yang-based Aspect of Divinity whose only purpose was 
to get the human race to a place of minimum survivability. But that noble goal supported by that Aspect 
of Divine Being hit a predictable dead end when our own movement starting in the Industrial Revolution 
initially began to improve human survival more effectively evolved into what is now an actual existential 

threat to its own goal, where our	own species, other species, and the bountiful vivacity of the earth itself 
are all at real risk. Based in that Yang-based arc, the indiscriminate rape of earth resources to ensure 
improvements in human consumptive survivability that occurred in the last century never concerned itself 
with its impact on other species, only with the dark power, greed, and control basis of its human advocacy.  

 

As such, as a product of a Consciousness Multiverse otherwise made of Love, Light, and 
Interconnectedness, it was predictably destined to be unsustainable. That inevitable and eventual collapse 
began on December 21, 2012.  As of that date, the Yin-Aspect of Divinity took over Aegis of our humanized 
world to move us past a now-achieved point of minimum human survivability and make us to realize the 
narcissistic humancentric direction our soulfully immature natures took the Industrial Revolution has 
come at an unacceptable price to the rest of the planet, and by extension now of course loops back to us 
imparting the same negative outcome as what we generated.  

 

Narcissistic domains always eventually collapse back onto themselves as a function of how none of us 
can escape the dynamic of reaping what we sow individually or collectively. The goal of YinDivinity as of 
2012 was thus to foment an entirely new basis for human thrival instead of survival, where we are 
challenged to become more soulfully mature versions of ourselves and so as an effect additionally 
incorporate the needs of all other earthen species, not just ours, in our attempt to create a more 
humanizably friendly world for all of its inhabitants as much as possible.  

 

But to implement that goal and to be able to survive the now-looming reaping of what we have sown, 
certain bandwidths of Yang-based human consciousness responsible for that long-term disregard for the 
well-being of both our own species and others must be exposed, isolated, and illuminated for a more 
profound consciousness in all of us to have room to arise and end the madness. This disregard started with 
patriarchal religions that still teach to this day that humans were created to greedily exploit the earth with 
no concern for other species or nature, and now toxically supported by modern secular financial interests 
that seek only to self-enrich with no care of the impact of that greed.  

 

As such, the secular Dim Age-based financial aspects of earth society followed that prior imprimature 
of Dark Age patriarchal religious conditioning east and west in its greedful kidnapping of the products of 
the Industrial Revolution. Thus building on patriarchal religionism’s lead telling us how God made the earth 
for us to plunder mindlessly, greedful patriarchal Yang-based power-hungry financial interests thus deepen 
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the dark legacy of that same kind of pillage mentality now held by the conservative-religious-racist-
climate-denying-totalitarian-leaning camp at cause for the current global climate change crisis and other 
anachronistic and stagnative aspects of our world.  

 

Hugely supported by an American dyed-in-the-wool christian President in the 1980’s and most recently 
by the christian-of-the-moment-in-order-get-votes narcissistic showman of the last few years, the 
conservative-religious-racist-climate-denying-totalitarian-leaning camp stubbornly serves an illusory 
image of the past based in Dark Age distortions of God that is now so threatened by the new Yin-Aegis 
undermining them without realizing they are, that they double down on insisting that their worldview is 
the only right one to deliver America and the rest of humanity to a right destiny. 

 

In all these ways, conservative religionists and financial secularists resonate perfectly with Big Business 
priorities of all kinds with which so many conservatives in general are inextricably linked in theory and 
practice. They have thus authored the very climate crisis of over-utilizing toxic nonrenewable fossil fuels 
like coal and oil, livestock, and large-scale Big Ag soil-depleting farming practices that they must largely 
remain in denial of so as to avoid ever admitting to themselves how they have caused it.  

  

To thus sweep away the effects of such toxic Yang-based patriarchy in both spiritual and secular 
domains of human life, and exactly as a rising tide raises all boats, one effect of the new Yin-Aegis of our 
world is the raising up of all the toxic boats of institutionalized patriarchal religionism and secularism to 
openly push up to expose their true dark nature like a poultice that draws pus up and out. This is occurring 
in many domains at once as the information age we now live in via social and mass media is now displaying 
to us ultra-clear pictures of the truer motives of the toxicities of the conservative-religious-racist-climate-
denying-totalitarian-leaning camp into full panoramic view and making it seem like an unstoppable wave.  

 

Hence, the appearance of a formidable cresting of their untoward influence, one crystal clear example 
of which was the January 6th 2021 attack on Washington D.C. choreographed by the President of the time 
as a card-carrying member of the conservative-religious-racist-climate-denying-totalitarian-leaning camp 
with himself as its most obviously unhinged toxic patriarchal racist, misogynist, and narcissistic proponent. 

 

Created by religionism’s appalling infection of secular governmental institutions in the past century, 
most notably by christianity, judaism, and islam in how each claim to be God’s or Allah’s pet favorite 
subcategory of humanity, the two-headed hydra beast of patriarchally-seeded elements of Dark Age 
conservative religionism and Dim Age modern greed-based financial secularism has been gradually 
morphing into a global existential teratoma we see today eating away at the body and heart of humanity.  

 

Hobbled by conflicting goals and the means to implement them, and deeply fearful of losing the 
religious voter-faction world demographic, the progressive-secular-globalist-conservational-democratic 
camp has been nobly but largely flailing impotently to try to offset the effects of this toxic Yang-based 
teratoma. Without the shift to a Yin-Aegis of our world that occurred in 2012, that teratoma would have 
triumphed, and 130,00o years of consciousness evolution of human life on earth would have been erased 
in just five or six more decades. This is why those of us who directly see or indirectly sense a looming 
gentler and more positive future are so nauseated in having to endure what is now unfolding.  

 

In that way, all the toxicity and mayhem of the unholy alliance between patriarchal religionism and 
patriarchal greed-based secularism and the power-based totalitarian teratoma as its progeny is now being 
pushed up into direct awareness for us to choke on. But because such a societal cancer is contrary to and 
so energetically unsustainable relative to the long-term effects of YinDivinity Presence in our world, just 
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as Hitler-, Mussolini-, Stalin-, and Honecker-led fascisms/communisms and their own versions of toxic 
Yang-based patriarchal totalitarian poisons had savage but short shelf-lifes, the more leaderless present 
movement could not but otherwise also collapse at some point. Steadfastly refusing to evolve their 
assumptions about Divinity and the actual essence and expression of what it means to live an ensouled 
human life in resonance with a realer God, its intended harvest will fail, based as it is on the bad seeds of 
narcissism, power-hunger, greed, duplicity and a staggering absence of heartful self-examination.    

 

So what we experience now as so much chagrin and dread in the progressive-secular-globalist-
conservational-democratic camp actually relates to a necessary purgative phase on the way to a lessening 
influence of the toxic patriarchal secular and religious institutions that have been festering for far too long 
in the darker consciousness domains of our world. The theocracies desired by patriarchally-poisoned 
religionists in both the west and middle east are in crystal clear complete opposition to the democracy-
based governmental model required for the proper evolution of our species’ inner consciousness.  

 

We are thus now nearing the tipping point of that toxic Yang-based religious/secular wave front in 
with a large scale weakening of the conservative-religious-racist-climate-denying-totalitarian-leaning 
camp once and for all. This may take a decade or more, but in its wake will be a world more cleansed of 
patriarchal domination because the more Yin-based worldview and ideals of the progressive-secular-
globalist-conservational-democratic camp is far more flexibly open to heart-based solutions, and so have 
a chance to be finally rid of their own distortions and allow for a new Yin-based ground for the viable and 
evolutional seeds of the progressive globalistic movement to take hold for a new future for our world.  

 

But Edenity offers that such a globalistic future is not some toxic Big Brother-based child-trafficking 
or cannibalizing World Order of which so many Qanon-addled conservatives tremble in fear, and so tilt at 
windmills by fearing an enemy that does not exist. Already conditioned to believe in fairy tales about God 
by their outworn Dark Age religions, they can only project another fairy tale future because they look 
through their own lenses of patriarchy, coloring their views with distortions so deeply they are utterly 
unable to even imagine what a Yin-based progressively inclusive Yin-based world would look like.  

 

Instead of fearing a new world of Yin-based globalistic cooperation instead of Yang-based competition, 
they should be consciously trembling in fear about the collapse of their outworn Dark Age racist, 
judgmental, absolutist, theocratic, and power-tainted intentions, not because some satanic influences of 
the ‘elite’ are threatening them, but because they themselves embody the very dark influence they fear. 
Consciousness 101: we always become that which we fear, and that which we then resist.  
 

As such, a critically important way this new YinDivinity Aegis will manifest Its effects is through the 
undermining of the unholy marriage of secular and religious patriarchally-infected ‘I think, therefore I am’- 
and ‘I am willful, therefore I am’-based worldviews of both camps. YinDivinity’s Aegis challenges us to see 
that because Divinity Itself is made of Love, an emotive dynamic, not a willful or thought-based dynamic, 
as Its children, so must we be made of the same ‘Love-Stuff.’  

 

And that means YinDivinity is challenging us to move to an emotive-based existential worldview based 
that reveals that Love-Emotive basis of consciousness based in the ‘We feel, therefore we are’ existential 
orientation that Edenity represents. Only such a watershed shift that moves away from defining our 
humanness as primarily energetical, mental, or physical instead of emotional would radically reconfigure 
virtually every domain of human activity and put us more into natural resonance with the Love-Being of 
Divinity from the ground up through an emotivological algorithm of real transmutational change. 
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The newly ensconced Yin-Aegis of Divinity has many other ramifications for our world also. The mass 
psychosis in our world triggered by Covid is triggered up for all of us to see patriarchal narcissistic people 
drunk on power and greed magnetizing with the victim-narcissism of people crying, ’Please save me!’ That 
dynamic has created a tragically unwarranted outsized reaction to the pandemic intentionally designed by 
those in power to utilize obfuscation, cherry-picking of data, and insatiable lust for financial and political 
power and control to support that panic and so trick the masses into an unnecessary need to be saved.  

 

At the same time, YinDivinity also exposes how Covid itself is only a disease of the unhealthy in a world 
conditioned to accept the normalcy of deeply decreased immunity through diminution of our nutritional 
needs by toxically Yang-based Big Ag’s effect on the viability of the food chain. Add in the greed of toxically 
Yang-based Big Pharm smugly getting into bed with their own equally dark and greedy toxically Yang-
based federal regulators to freely peddle their drugs in order to only treat the symptoms of, not heal the 
causes of, the diseases they need to keep in play in order to keep their corporate coffers full.  

 

The reactions of the FDA, CDC, and WHO to a virus that only harms those with already-present 
physical maladies make it very difficult to not conclude those organizations possess an agenda to support 
the status quo of illness and decreased immunity in the world population, compellingly supported in how 
so many officials criminally profit from the patents of the so-called vaccine they wish to mandate. If that 
agenda is not the case, the only other explanation for their unwillingness to treat the virus directly and 
supporting ways to immunologically prevent the sickness instead of just treating its symptoms or spread 
through experimental gene therapy is an astonishing ignorance of basic scientific parameters of science-
based medicine by those who incredibly identify themselves as purveyors of the real science. Or how 
positive tests for Covid are crazily conflated in mass media as cases that elevate concern when so many 
are false-flagged as Covid when so many are caused by a whole host of corona viruses, not just Covid 2. 

 

This treat-the-symptoms trend in medicine instead of a promoting a prevention track through immune 
system support since the advent of the last century also infects both modern psychology and post-modern 
philosophy. In general, focus on the actual causation or provenance of the why of any issue in many 
domains has been fading in many of interventional and institutional arenas. As such, Psychology has 
devolved into a focus on practicality results rather than causality in its rush to medicate, intellectually 
reframe, behavioralize, or medicalize the basis of our inner travail in outside-to-in ways, not actually 
treating deeper emotive causes. Likewise, the trend in post-modern philosophy is away from ontological 
domains and toward teleological, where again practicality replaces the rigor in defining keystone metrics 
to measure the sobriety of the foundational assumptions of any philosophy. In all these domains, Edenity 
offers this comes out of how we are witnessing dead ends of the inherent imitations of ‘I think, therefore 
I am’ or ‘I have a body, therefore I am’ existential orientations defining the essence of our human being. 

 

And perhaps the worst aspect of the Covid issue is blaming the unvaccinated for the pandemic when 
they are the ones who actually possess the healthier immune systems outside of the toxic norm and so do 
not fit into the greed-based motives of regulatory bodies that ostensibly should serve public health, not 
public disease, as their prime directive. Barring a pervasive stupidity that would reasonably lead to an 
equally pervasive incompetence can only mean there must be conscious motives by the conservative-
religious-racist-climate-denying-totalitarian-leaning camp to undermine informed medical consent as part 
of its grab for power. That this is abetted by the very progressive-secular-globalist-conservational-
democratic leaders who, according to their own principles, should actually be the ones resisting it the most, 
is nothing less than incredible, and speaks the general lack of critical thinking in our species.  
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This is yet another upside-down dynamic caused by YinDivinity in Her aim to rid the world of Yang-
based toxic power, Yang-based toxic greed, and Yang-based toxic damage to our own species and the earth 
as the default manner in the ways the wheels of civilization have been turning for far too long. 

 

That there are pockets of conservative christian religionists opposed to such totalitarianism is of course 
admirable. But in doing so they ignore their own religious belief systems that support theocracy, not 
democracy, and so set the stage for exactly what they contradictively resist in how their own scripture in 
Genesis gives humanity the permission to greedfully plunder the earth, but which also includes plundering 
the health and well-being of human beings as seamlessly interconnected with the earth.  

 

To thus resist the vaccination overkill where its creators are by law expressly shielded from legal 
recompense for the millions of adverse effects and deaths from the gene therapy the actual numbers of 
which they don’t want you to know, is stupendously duplicitous. The very basis for their conservative 
religions directly teaches God’s mandate to plunder the earth, never realizing how that sowing has resulted 
in the very reaping they themselves helped to incept and so supported a direct playout of the very dynamic 
to which they now play victim and so resist.  

 

That conservative religion tragically sees the earth only as some temporary flesh-domain separate 
from Spirit to escape from by currying favor with whatever god to whom they pledge fealty to selfishly 
receive an eternity of ecstasy, proves their god is a false god based in Dark Age distortion. The lack of 
critical thinking in those populations create outright ignorance of the actual equal spiritual nature of all 
forms of existence, including other species, and in one domain where their emperor of malconditioned 
consciousness most clearly has no clothes, the more darkly melanized members of their own human race.  

 

Any racist christian who judges a person based on the degree of melanization in their epidermis or 
culturist radical islamic who wishes to kill infidels and then profess to love God or Allah is by definition 
loving a false god. When we are authentically in touch with real Divinity, we can’t not experience a 
person’s innate soulfulness first, far upstream of any secondary skin-based or cultural differences. 
Experiencing other people’s soulful nature first, a result of abiding with the actual Divinity within which 
we begin, experience, and end every moment, nullifies any room for toxic Yang-based orientations of 
judgment- and hate-filled racism or culturism so pervasive in that demographic  

 

Bottom line, if there is room for racism and genocide to abide in anyone professing to have real faith 
means their religion has utterly failed them and led them to worship a false god, making their insistence 
in their faith a sham based on the smoke and mirrors of the fairy tales taught in Dark Age religionism. 
There is no such thing as race other than the one human race. Anyone who believes otherwise needs 
immediate spiritual remediation in ways that shine a harsh white light on both their own dark duplicity 
and the metaphysical and spiritual bankruptcy of the religion they use to justify their behaviors. 
 

In those ways, it is critical to note something that is woefully too often not understood, that 
independent critical thinking is specifically proscribed in conservative religionism, where obedience to the 
dictates of malconditioned belief-based scriptures, korans, or torahs have no room for reality-based critical 
thinking to question their own beliefs. In that way, critical thinking is indelibly sewn into conservative 
religionism as an original sin: how Adam ate from the tree of knowledge because of the urging of Eva, not 
only resulting in the scourge of original sin for all human beings forevermore, but setting the stage for 
toxic patriarchal abuse of all women owing to Eva ‘causing’ Adam’s disobedience of God.  

A man as a victim of a woman’s thirst for self-knowledge? Only rabidly patriarchal religions would not 
hold the male as the actual cause of the disobedience and not blame-shift to the female. Could there be 
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any clearer foundation for what we see as examples of stagnative and destructive theocracy-bent religions 
like patriarchal conservative christianity, radical islam, or militant zionism ala Netanyahoo-ism? (sic) 
What further evidence do we need of the bane of conservative religionisms of all kinds, the very ongoing 
presence of which prevents adherents from ever questioning their own tenets and so closed to exploring 
the existence of an entirely different Godhead than their religions have taught them?  

 

These criticisms are of course not directed at the individuals who comprise the faithful rank-and-file 
as much as it is to the Dark Age-based patriarchal toxic Yang-based metaphysics of all belief-based religions 
and the bombastic leaders, pundits, talk show hosts, and politicians who seek a totalitarian theocracy to 
repress anyone and anything that does not conform to their own narrow patriarchal view of reality. Only 
a shedding of all such governmental, theocratic, and religious toxic Yang influences will release their hold 
on almost all aspects of modern life through the cultural and societal institutions that peddle them. 

 

So be forewarned, members of the conservative-religious-racist-climate-denying-totalitarian-leaning 
camp: YinDivinity has you in Her crosshairs, not in any punitive malice, but to compassionately stop you 
from amassing even more suffering karma by your toxic Yang-based patriarchal ignorance and abuse of 
the Yin dynamics of sensitivity, care, humility, and grace, as well as Yin-based human woman-beings 
specifically. The house of humanity needs both a ground-to-ceiling cleaning and some extensive inside 
remodeling to be ready for deeper and deeper absorption of what YinDivinity will bring to us.  

 

When Yeshua of Judea was quoted as saying ‘The meek shall inherit the earth,’ Edenity offers that he 
wasn’t talking about submissiveness or about turning one’s cheek to either be struck again or in a forgiving 
of one’s enemies as has been distortively taught. With those words, He instead presaged our now-present 
Yin-driven age where we’re called to de-Yangify our toxic fight-or-fight mechanisms into Yin-based 
vulnerable bandwidths of consciousness. Such a shift requires an enormous amount of strength, where 
strength is the far more emotionally and spiritually mature Yin version of toxic Yang-based power. An 
emotionally mature and robust person never seeks or is drawn to power over others: only emotionally 
immature people seek or need power to compensate for an inner state of pervasive self-unworth or self-
inefficacy, the degree of such seeking in perfect ratio to the degree of the hole inside them devoid of a 
clear, integrous, humble, and healthfully mature seat of personal being. 

 

In all these ways, the movement from Yang-based survival to Yin-based thrival of our species must go 
through a new Yin-directed means of strival, where we stop ineffectively measuring morality in terms of 
what we do as directed by Dark Age revelational religionism or Dim Age psychological, instinctual, 
neurological, or anthropological empiricism, and begin to measure it in terms of why we do what we do 
emotively, utilizing Edenity’s new field of Emotivology and its consciousness algorithm of Emosis. Doing 
so yields access to all of our wound-based unconscious motives that source what may be otherwise good 
conscious intentions that so often lead us straight into our own-self-created hells.  

 

The spiritual and philosophical roots of Edenity based in a ‘We feel, therefore we are’ basis were born 
many decades before our Yin-Aegis world incepted in 2o12, unknowingly anticipating our present situation. 
Its mission is to implement a gradual but critically important Yin-based message to replace our present 
Dark- and Dim-Aged-dominated world. This Luminous Age is a precursor made necessary in order to create 
the door to a future Radiant Age, where emotionally mature Yin-based emotivity finally replaces the 
immature Yang-based use of Will and Thought as the prevailing existential orientation of the 
consciousness of human-‘kind’ that it has essentially always been, but never possible to embody while we 
are taught by our world to be driven by both thought and will far more than by Love. 
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